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We investigated in-plane angular magnetoresistivity ��ab /�ab�0° � below and above the zero-field critical
temperature Tc0 of Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� single crystals with 0.0�x�0.53. The angular dependence of in-plane
magnetoresistivity shows three temperature regimes: �a� a low T regime which extends from below to above
the critical temperature Tc0, up to an x-dependent temperature �e.g., up to 1.15�Tc0 for x=0.46�, displaying a
two-dimensional �2D� scaling �consistent with pancakelike excitation�, �b� an intermediate T regime, corre-
sponding to vortex line excitations, which extends up to T��Tc0, and �c� a high T regime in which the
quasiparticles dominate the dissipation. The constructed electronic phase diagram shows that T��x� departs
from Tc0�x� for x�0.20 and reaches a maximum at x=0.46.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The most striking relationship between superconductivity
and normal state of cuprates is observed in systems with
reduced charge carrier density, i.e., in underdoped materials.
In these materials, the main feature of the normal state is the
reduced k� dependent quasiparticle density of states �DOS�
known as pseudogap, which was experimentally observed by
nuclear magnetic resonance �NMR�, angle-resolved photo-
emission spectroscopy �ARPES�, neutron scattering, Raman
spectroscopy, scanning tunneling spectroscopy �STS�, and
transport measurements �see the review of Timusk and Statt1

and references therein�, making questionable even the name
of “normal state.”

The superconducting state, on the other hand, shows
strong fluctuations caused not only by the effective low di-
mensional electron spectrum and relative high critical tem-
perature, but also by the diminished concentration of super-
conducting charge carriers ns. The corresponding reduced
stiffness 
ns /4m* emphasizes the role of phase fluctuations
of the superconducting order parameter relative to the ampli-
tude. Additionally, ARPES �Ref. 2� and STS �Ref. 3� experi-
ments have shown that the gap evolves smoothly through the
superconducting critical temperature Tc0. As a consequence,
there is a temperature range Tc0�T�T�, where the order
parameter has constant amplitude, ��x�=�0ei�, but zero
average,4 ���=0, and where the correlator ���0,0���r� ,��
remains nonzero within a certain coherence length5,6 and
time.7 Cooper pairs still survive8 up to a higher temperature
T*�T�, but without any phase coherence.

Because the superconducting fluctuation regime overlaps
with the pseudogap regime over a large temperature range
above Tc0, the latter was intimately connected to the phase
fluctuation of the order parameter and depicted as a normal
state where the quasiparticle spectrum is controlled by the
superconducting phase fluctuations.9–15 In this conjecture,
Tc0 is the phase coherence temperature and the “normal”

pseudogaped state is conceived as a mixture of free �anti�
vortices and quasiparticles where the former renormalize the
quasiparticle DOS producing a rapid spectral broadening.10 It
is noteworthy that this process is possible due to the d wave
symmetry of the superconducting order parameter, because
the dominant interaction comes from the nodal quasiparti-
cles. Experimental evidence supporting this model is consid-
erable and involves the finite high frequency and microwave
imaginary conductivity above Tc0 found in underdoped
cuprates,16,17 the anomalous fluctuation diamagnetism,18 the
large Nernst effect observed well above Tc0,19–22 the anoma-
lous hysteresis in the T dependence of the magnetization
reported in the same temperature range,23 and the angular
magnetoresistivity measurements.24

All the experiments mentioned above were interpreted as
evidence of vorticity above the critical temperature of the
superconducting cuprates. However, the literature lacks in-
formation regarding the dissipation mechanisms of the vor-
tex and quasiparticle systems in the pseudogap regime,
above the zero-field critical temperature. In this temperature
range both contributions to dissipation have to be treated on
equal footing regarding the charge transport process. Indeed,
it has been shown that even in the optimally doped cuprates,
close to Tc0, the flux-flow resistivity increases fast to the
normal state resistivity despite the existence of a still large
amount of condensate.25 Angular magnetoresistivity AMR
experiments have the advantage that they permit the simul-
taneous determination of the main features of both vortex
excitations and quasiparticles as they manifest themself in
the charge transport processes. It seems that the price paid
for this advantage is a lower sensitivity in the AMR experi-
ments as compared to other experiments dedicated to the
detection of only one system, like Nernst-effect measure-
ments which are sensible only to the motion of vortices.

This paper is a detailed study of the nature of vortex dis-
sipation over a wide range of temperatures and magnetic
fields in underdoped single crystals of Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−�
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for a large selection of Pr concentrations �0.0�x�0.53�. We
show that vortexlike excitations follow a two-dimensional
�2D� scaling law from T�Tc0 up to a certain temperature
higher than Tc0 �for example, up to 1.15�Tc0 for x=0.46�,
cross to a three-dimensional �3D� behavior at higher tem-
peratures, and vanish above a temperature T��Tc0. The dif-
ference T�−Tc0 is doping x dependent, displaying a maxi-
mum for Y0.54Pr0.46Ba2Cu3O7−�. The evolution with
temperature, magnetic field, and doping of quasiparticle or-
dinary magnetoresistivity and flux-flow resistivity is also
studied.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

We performed electrical transport measurements using a
Quantum Design physical property measurement system
�PPMS� on Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� single crystals grown as de-
scribed in Ref. 26. Typical sizes of the single crystals under
investigation are 1.0�0.5�0.02 mm3, with the c axis ori-
ented along the smallest dimension. Four gold leads with a
diameter of 0.025 mm were attached, using silver paste, on
each face of the crystal. In-plane �ab and out-of-plane �c
resistivities were measured simultaneously using this multi-
terminal configuration. Specifically, a current I�0.1 mA was
applied on one face of the single crystal and the voltages on
both faces were measured with a low frequency �16 Hz� ac
bridge. The components of the resistivity tensor were ex-
tracted from these voltages using the algorithm described in
Ref. 27. For the measurements in magnetic field, we chose a
system with the z axis along the crystallographic c axis and x
axis along the driving current I, which is also one of the
in-plane crystallographic axis. The dependence of the resis-
tivity on the polar angle ���� was determined for zero azi-
muthal angle �=0, at constant temperature T and applied
magnetic field H up to 14 T by rotating the single crystal
from H � ��=0° � to H��ab��I��=90° �. The Hall contribution
was subtracted using symmetry considerations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of �ab of
Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� single crystals measured in zero-
magnetic field. The zero-field critical temperature Tc0, de-
fined here as the temperature corresponding to the inflec-
tion point in the transition region, decreases from 92 K
�x=0� to 13 K �x=0.53� while the resistivity increases. For
x=0, �ab exhibits a parabolic T dependence, corresponding
to a slight overdoping. The dependence becomes linear in T
for x=0.13 while for higher Pr concentrations shows the
typical pseudogap bump. Namely, �ab�T� has a slower than
linear T dependence at high temperatures �even logarithmic
behavior at high x values�, a faster decrease below the bump,
and slows down or starts to increase before the supercon-
ducting transition temperature.

The increase of the resistivity and the depression of Tc0
with increasing x is the result of the reduction in the number
of free holes, which get localized in the Fahrenbacher-Rice
�FR� band resulting from the p-f hybridization.28 Computa-
tions based on the existence of p-f hybridization have shown

that the hole reduction with increasing Pr content is mainly
due to hole transfer from the pd� band of CuO2 planes to the
FR band, with a very small effect on the number of holes in
the CuO chains.29 However, the FR band forms only above a
certain threshold of Pr content x, most likely for x�0.15
�hole density, i.e., number of holes per Cu site in the CuO2
planes, h�0.26 holes/Cu�. For lower x values, the small de-
crease of the critical temperature of Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� with
decreasing x is rather a result of the disorder associated with
the random substitution of Pr for Y. In this case, i.e., for low
Pr content, the doping is controlled only by the amount of
oxygen in the chains. This is the case of the x=0.13 sample;
the linear �ab vs T dependence shows that hole doping is
optimal in this single crystal.

The out-of plane resistivity of the x=0 single crystals
shows metallic behavior for all T�Tc0 while �c�T� of single
crystals with a higher Pr content display a crossover from
metallic to nonmetallic behavior �data not shown�. Details
regarding the behavior of �ab�T ,x� and �c�T ,x� as a function
of doping x, of similar single crystals, are given in Ref. 30.

The inset to Fig. 1 is a plot of the anisotropy �=�c /�ab, as
extracted from the normal state resistivities vs the reduced
temperature T/Tc0, for different Pr concentrations. The an-
isotropy increases with decreasing T as a result of the reduc-
tion of the DOS starting at k� = �� ,0� points of the Brillouin
zone, which affects more �c than �ab. For a given doping, we
take the anisotropy in the superconducting state, �=mc /mab,
as �=���T�Tc0�, since this value of �� is close to the value
of the anisotropy in the superconducting state � as obtained
from the T dependence of the melting field31 and from Jo-
sephson flux-flow experiments.32

Recent angular dependent in-plane resistivity measure-
ments on Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� single crystals with x�0.2
have shown that a strong deviation from a sin2 � dependence

FIG. 1. �Color online� The temperature T dependence of in-
plane resistivity �ab of Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� single crystals for dif-
ferent Pr concentrations x measured in a zero magnetic field. Inset:
Temperature T dependence of resistive anisotropy �=�c /�ab for
different concentrations x. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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�a result expected from quasiparticle dissipation�, which in-
creases with decreasing T, appears below a certain tempera-
ture T��Tc0 and continues also below Tc0.24 We have shown
that this deviation is consistent with the presence of flux
vortices over this whole T range, hence, even above Tc0.24 A
question that still remains is what is the nature of the flux
vortices over this T range and how does the dissipation due
to flux flow and quasiparticles change with temperature and
magnetic field.

It has been shown that vortex dissipation in the supercon-
ducting state of highly anisotropic cuprates follows a two-
dimensional behavior �the magnetic field applied along the c
axis penetrates in the form of quasi-2D Josephson coupled
pancakes� over a wide temperature range in which the c axis
coherence length �c is smaller than the interlayer spacing s.33

Therefore, the 2D vortex dissipation depends only on, hence
scales with, the component of the magnetic field perpendicu-
lar to the ab planes, i.e., H cos �. This 2D scaling law has
already been observed experimentally below Tc0 in optimally
doped cuprates with large anisotropy.34–36 Figures 2�a� and
2�b� are plots of in-plane resistivity of the x=0.46 single
crystal �Tc0=38 K� vs H cos � measured at temperatures

both below �Fig. 2�a�	 and above �Fig. 2�b�	 Tc0 and in ap-
plied magnetic fields of 6, 8, 10, and 12 T. The data follow
very well the above scaling law over an extended tempera-
ture range, below Tc0 �for 20 K�T�38 K� but also several
degrees above Tc0 �up to 44 K for this Pr doping�, and over
the whole range of angles except for the strictly parallel con-
figuration H�I�ab, i.e., �=900. This result indicates that, even
above Tc0, the flow of 2D vortices dominates the dissipation.
For temperatures 45�T�60 K, the H cos � scaling fails �for
example, see the data at 45 K in Fig. 2�b�	. The failure of the
scaling at these higher temperatures could be the result of a
2D→3D crossover, where �ab follows different field and
angle dependences and the flux line picture appears to be
more appropriate.

Notice that the resistivity data of Figs. 2�a� and 2�b�
which scale with H cos � are proportional to H cos �, as
expected for bare 2D vortex dissipation,33 at 20 K, while at
T�25 K they show a negative curvature which is main-
tained even above Tc0, i.e., in the most general form

�ab � Z�H
cos �
� . �1�

We show in the Appendix that the negative curvature of
Z�H
cos �
� and its evolution with temperature are the result
of the interplay between the temperature dependences of the
quasiparticle and flux-flow channels in the total resistivity. In
addition, note that for H
cos �
�1 and T�Tc0, the function
Z�H
cos �
� evolves fast towards a cusplike minimum
�d�ab /d�
�=90°�0� at �=90°, but does not follow the linear
decrease �Z� 
90°−�
� when �→90° �as expected for bare
flux flow�, which further indicates the presence of another
contribution to dissipation. With increasing temperature, the
cusp crosses smoothly into a more and more rounded dip,
d�ab /d�
�=90° =0, probably due to the thermal wandering of
the Josephson flux lines. All these experimental facts of Fig.
2 suggest that the 2D behavior is not lost at Tc0, i.e., not only
that the c axis coherence length does not diverge at Tc0, but
in fact it remains smaller than the interlayer spacing up
to 44 K.

The nonvanishing resistivity at �=900, i.e., when H � I,
which is present even below Tc0 �see Fig. 2�a�	, is most
likely due to the movement of the pancake vortices associ-
ated with the kinks generated by the thermally excited excur-
sions of the Josephson lines in the adjacent interlayer spac-
ing. This wandering is the result of the expo-
nential weakening of the intrinsic pinning potential37 Up
when �c→s, which proliferates kinks, i.e., 2D vortices,
with a kink density per line �Lk

−1���kBT /s�0�.38 Here Lk

is the distance between two successive kinks and
�0=�0

2 / �4��0�2�.
Based on the above discussion, we assume that the flux-

flow resistivity has two different expressions dictated by the
dimensionality of the vortex matter. Namely, at temperatures
corresponding to the 2D vortex regime, where �c�s, the
vortex dissipation follows the expression:

�ab,FF = �0
H
cos �


�H* + ��ab,qp. �2�

Here H*=H*�0��1−T /T�� is the scaling field, since it is more
appropriate to use H* instead of the mean field upper critical

FIG. 2. �Color online� The scaling of the resistivity �ab vs
H cos � curves of Y0.54Pr0.46Ba2Cu3O7−� single crystal measured at
6, 8, 10, and 12 T �a� 20, 25, 30, and 35 K, and �b� 40, 41, 43, 44,
and 45 K.
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field Hc2 to depict the fluctuation regime.21,39 At high tem-
peratures, where �c�s, the flux dissipation becomes 3D and
it follows the expression:24

�ab,FF = �0H�
i

pi��Hi
* − H�

�iHi
*�T,� = 0�


cos �
�cos2� +
sin2�

�

+ ��ab,qp. �3�

Here, the resistivity is a result of flux flow dissipation in
superconducting regions �islands� of size of the order of the
phase correlation length �� �where ���0���r� ,�� is finite	
connected by nonsuperconducting regions. The phase corre-
lation length is maximum at Tc0 and vanishes at T�. We note
that the term “island” is a space and time generalization, and
it means a certain size r and a certain life time . For the sake
of generality, we assume that each superconducting “island”
has a weight pi and is characterized by its own scaling field
Hi

* and viscosity �i; ��x� is the Heaviside function,

��x� = �0 for x � 1,

1 for x � 1.


The second term, ��ab,qp, of Eqs. �2� and �3� accounts either
for the serial resistances connecting nonpercolating super-
conducting “islands” along a current path �including also the
normal superconductor interface resistivity� or for the dissi-
pation arising from the thermally excited kinks of Josephson
vortices. The coefficients pi, �i, and � are temperature and
field dependent.

We note that, in the type of inhomogeneity introduced
above, the superconducting and nonsuperconducting regions
fluctuate in space and time as a result of the holes redistri-
bution within the sample in order to minimize their energy in
the potential induced by the doping. Such an intrinsic inho-
mogeneity is not putative and the existence of Meissner “is-
lands” with very long life time, up to 4�Tc0, was visualized
in superconducting quantum interference device �SQUID�
microscopy experiments on underdoped La2−xSrxCuO4.40 It
is also supported by the the space variation of the gap pa-
rameter as obtained from scanning tunneling microscope
�STM� experiments.41,42

Next, we obtain an explicit functional dependence of
magnetoresistivity which is consistent with the 2D and 3D
vortex matter and study the evolution of different character-
istics of dissipation with magnetic field, temperature, and
doping. We have shown above that the convexity of the re-
sistivity �see Eq. �1�	 and its evolution with temperature are
the result of the presence of both quasiparticles and flux-flow
channels in the total resistivity. Therefore, we assume that
the total conductivity measured experimentally is given by
these two channels which are connected in parallel; i.e.,
�ab�T ,H ,��=�ab,qp�T ,H ,��+�ab,FF

−1 . Here, the flux-flow term
is given by Eq. �2� or Eq. �3� when the vortex matter is 2D or
3D, respectively. The H and T dependence of the quasiparti-
cle conductivity �qp in the pseudogap state is rather complex
because the Fermi surface is a fourfold symmetric cylinder
slightly warped along the kz axis. However, within Boltz-
mann approximation and if one neglects the slow variation of
the kz component of the Fermi momentum kF, the Jones-

Zener expansion gives a cos2� dependence for the field con-
tribution to the quasiparticle conductivity �see for example
Hussey43 �; i.e.,

�ab,qp�T,H,�� = �ab,qp
0 �T� − �ab

�2��T�H2cos2� , �4�

where �0 and ��2� are the first two terms of the Jones-Zener
series of the conductivity in powers of H. Moreover, since
magnetoresistivities are given directly by magnetoconduc-
tivities with inverted sign,44 it follows that the total measured
angular magnetoresistivity is given by

��ab
anis

�ab
� −

��ab,qp

�ab�0 ° �
−

��ab,FF

�ab�0 ° �
= − Mqpsin2� −

��ab,FF

�ab�0 ° �
,

�5�

where Mqp���2�H2 /�0 is the ordinary magnetoresistivity,
i.e., ��H�−��0�, of the quasiparticles �see Eq. �4�	. In this
equation,

��ab,FF

�ab�0 ° �
=

MFF


cos �
 + �MFF�1 + Mqpcos2��

−
MFF

1 + �MFF�1 + Mqp�
�6�

for the 2D regime, when �ab,FF is given by Eq. �2� and
MFF=�H* /H, or

��ab,FF

�ab�0 ° �
=

MFF


cos �
�cos2� +
sin2�

�
+ �MFF�1 + Mqpcos2��

−
MFF

1 + �MFF�1 + Mqp�
�7�

for the 3D regime, when �ab,FF is given by Eq. �3� and
MFF

−1 �H�i�pi��Hi
*−H�	 / ��iHi

*�T ,�=0�	. Both Mqp and
MFF are temperature- and field-dependent coefficients for the
quasiparticle and flux-flow contributions, respectively.

Equation �5� with ��ab,FF /�ab given by Eq. �6� gives an
excellent fit to the measured in-plane angular magnetoresis-
tivity �AMR� for all temperatures at which the resistivity
data show the H cos � scaling �see Fig. 3�a� for the x=0.46
single crystal �Tc0=38 K�	. In this temperature range, which
extends above Tc0, the 2D vortices dominate the dissipation.
As also shown previously,24 Eq. �5� with ��ab,FF /�ab given
by Eq. �7� gives an excellent fit to the measured in-plane
AMR for higher temperatures, where the H cos � scaling
fails, up to a temperature T� �see Fig. 3�b� for the x=0.46
single crystal �Tc0=38 K, T�=58.5 K�	. The flux-flow con-
tribution �MFF� to AMR decreases as the temperature in-
creases and, finally, at T� becomes negligible compared with
the quasiparticle contribution. We used the �2 criterion to
determine T� by comparing the fits with Eq. �5� and with
Mqpsin2 � alone. The latter provides a better fit of the data for
T�T�. All these results are true for single crystals with
x�0.20.

For smaller Pr concentrations, i.e., for the x=0 and 0.13
single crystals, the in-plane AMR displays only a sin2 � de-
pendence over the whole measured T range. The reason
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could be the following. In this regime of high hole concen-
tration, the fluctuations are Gaussian and their extension is
limited to a temperature range around Tc0. The high stiffness
and reduced anisotropy make the excitation of phase fluctua-
tions less probable due to the high energetic cost. Therefore,
both phase and amplitude fluctuations of the order parameter
have the same temperature scale and Tc0 is both the pairing
and the coherence temperature. In this case, the presence of
phase fluctuations is practically negligible, the normal state
is characterized by a well-defined Fermi surface down to Tc0,
and conductibility is practically limited to the quasiparticle
term, which follows a cos2 � angular dependence, hence, the
AMR follows a sin2 � dependence.

The evolution with temperature and magnetic field of the
quasiparticles ordinary magnetoresistivity and of the flux-
flow angular magnetoresistivity is given by the temperature

and field dependence of Mqp and MFF, respectively. The tem-
perature dependence of the fitting coefficients Mqp and MFF
is shown in Figs. 4�a� and 4�b�, respectively, while the inset
to each figure shows the field dependence of each coefficient.
Mqp �Fig. 4�a�	, namely the quasiparticle ordinary magne-
toresistivity, decreases monotonically with increasing tem-
perature for all magnetic fields between 6 and 14 T. This
decrease is fast for T�Tc0 while, for T�44 K, it follows
roughly a power law, i.e., Mqp�T−�. The exponent � de-
creases weakly with increasing field, i.e., ��H=4 T��5.3
and ��H=14 T��4. This T dependence of the quasiparticle
ordinary magnetoresistivity is consistent with theoretical
considerations. Indeed, simple considerations based on
Boltzmann’s equation give Mqp�2 where  is the relaxa-
tion time for quasiparticles. Therefore, the fast decrease of
Mqp, hence ordinary magnetoresistivity, with increasing T for
T�Tc0, is a result of the increase of the phase space for
scattering with increasing temperature.45 On the other hand,
in the approximation of a Fermi liquid with anisotropic
relaxation time, it has been proposed that �=4 for T�Tc0,46

FIG. 3. �Color online� The in-plane angular magnetoresistivity
��ab

anis /�ab�0° ����ab���−�ab�0° �	 /�ab�0° � vs angle � between the
magnetic field H and the c axis, measured at 14 T and at �a� 35, 36,
38, and 40 K, and �b� 45, 50, and 54 K for the x=0.46 single
crystal. The solid lines in �a� and �b� are fits of the data with Eq. �5�
in which the flux-flow conductivity is given by Eqs. �6� and �7�,
respectively.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The temperature T �main panels� and
magnetic field H �insets� dependences of the �a� Mqp and �b� MFF

coefficients, for the x=0.46 sample. The solid lines are guides to the
eye.
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while a more elaborate Fermi liquid model, which takes also
into account renormalization due to the antiferromagnetic
fluctuations,47 shows that the quasiparticle ordinary magne-
toresistivity changes even faster than T−4.

In the high temperature regime, Mqp is linear in H2 up to
10 T and saturates at higher fields �see the inset to Fig. 4�a�	.
The Mqp�H2 dependence is consistent with its definition,
i.e., Mqp���2�H2 /�0, and hence supports the validity of the
expression chosen for the quasiparticle conductivity given by
Eq. �4�. The saturation of Mqp�H� is in agreement with the
�ab�H� data �not shown�. According to Fermiologic
considerations,48 a saturation of quasiparticle ordinary mag-
netoresistivity is expected for closed orbits in k� space, which
in the case of cuprates occurs for the whole explored angular
range except �=90° because of the almost cylindrical geom-
etry of the Fermi surface.

The temperature dependence of the phase fluctuation
channel term, MFF, which is inverse proportional with the
flux-flow resistivity, is shown in Fig. 4�b�. The peak in
MFF�T� around Tc0 is the result of the temperature depen-
dence of the viscosity � �see the expression of MFF for Eq.
�6�	. The swelling of the vortices with increasing T reduces
the diffusion relaxation rate of the order parameter and of the
associated quasiparticle excitations.49 Hence, the viscosity
increases as �� �1−T /Tc0�−1/2. At a certain temperature, the
diffusion relaxation rate becomes equal to the inelastic relax-
ation rate of the quasiparticle excitations, hence the viscosity
reaches a maximum. For even higher temperatures, the latter
process dominates the relaxation and the viscosity starts to
decrease as �� �1−T /Tc0�1/2Tc0ph, where ph is the phonon-
excitation scattering time. Three other reasons for the de-
crease of MFF�T� for T�Tc0 are: the fast decrease of the
scale over which vortex pairs unbind,50,51 the rapid reduction
of the phase correlation length ��, which decreases the num-
ber of “islands” able to support vorticity, and the faster in-
crease above Tc0 of the radius of the outer limit of the vortex
core compared to �ab, as revealed by Nernst effect
experiments.21

Interestingly, a shoulder is clearly present in the MFF�T�
around 43–44 K, the temperature at which the 2D to 3D
crossover in the vortex matter is observed �see Fig. 2�.
Therefore, the reason for this shoulder, i.e., decrease in vor-
tex dissipation, could be the increase in vortex line rigidity
relative to the pancake vortices, hence decrease in vortex
mobility, as a result of the increase in dimensionality.

The field dependence of MFF
−1 is linear at low temperatures

�T�44 K� �see the inset to Fig. 4�b�	, as predicted by its
definition in Eqs. �6� and �7�. At higher temperatures, how-
ever, MFF

−1 is nonmonotonic, decreasing above a certain field.
These results could be explained as follows. At low tempera-
tures, as H increases, the number of vortices increases, hence
vortex dissipation and MFF

−1 increase linearly with H. At
higher temperatures, the number of regions able to support
vorticity is not constant but decreases with increasing H. As
a result, the number of vortices introduced by the field in the
more robust regions is smaller than the number of vortices
lost as a result of the vanishing of the weaker regions. Hence,
the overall effect is a decrease of MFF

−1 , hence vortex dissipa-
tion with increasing H.

The temperature and field dependence of � is shown in
Fig. 5 and its inset, respectively. The parameter � shows an
exponential increase with T over the whole temperature
range �35�T�57 K� and a weak dependence on H. The
origin of this term could be both in the fluctuation of the
Josephson lines, which produces finite resistance at �=90°,
as well as in the nonsuperconducting islands. The exponen-
tial increase of � with increasing T indicates a decrease with
T of the phase correlation length ��, which determines the
size of the superconducting islands. The slight reduction in
��H� at high T could be explained by the field reduction of
the normal superconducting interface resistance due to the
charge imbalance.

Next, we discuss the effect of Pr doping x on magnetore-
sistivity. We obtained the relationship between the praseody-
mium content x and the hole density h, i.e., the number of
holes per Cu site in the CuO2 planes, from �SR52 and neu-
tron scattering53 data. Figure 6 is a plot of the zero-field
critical temperature Tc0, the 2D-3D crossover temperature
Tcr, and the temperature T� at which the phase correlations
vanish, as a function of the hole density h. We also indicate
on the figure the value of the doping x for each single crystal.
This plot provides an overview of how high in temperature,
above Tc0, the 2D-3D crossover takes place and the vortex-
like excitations extend for various hole densities. Notice that
Tcr�h� and T��h� tracks Tc0�h�. Note that Tcr�1.15�Tc0 for
the strongly underdoped samples, which have higher aniso-
tropy, and it approaches Tc as the anisotropy decreases. The
values of T� are, over an extended concentration range, i.e.,
0.32�x�0.47, in good agreement with an estimated value
of T��1.5�Tc0 obtained based on the anisotropic 3D-XY
model.5 At high hole densities �low Pr content� both T��h�
and Tc0�h� curves merge. At very low hole density both
curves display an abrupt decrease, but the two temperatures
do not merge. As a result, the temperature range of phase
fluctuations �T��T�−Tc0 displays a maximum around
x=0.46 �see the inset to Fig. 6�.

We note some differences between the present data and
the Nernst effect20 and magnetization vs T data,23 reported

FIG. 5. �Color online� The temperature T �main panel� and mag-
netic field H �inset� dependences of the coefficient � for the x
=0.46 sample. The solid lines are guides to the eye.
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on La1−2xSrxCuO4. First, while T� is monotonic with doping
in the present data, it displays a maximum in the weakly
underdoped regime in the previous measurements. Second,
while T� and Tc merge in the slightly underdoped samples in
these measurements, they merge in the slightly overdoped
regime in the previous measurements. The reason for these
differences could be the following. The present AMR signal
includes both vortex and quasiparticle dissipations. With in-
creasing T, the former contribution to dissipation decreases
while the latter increases. Hence, above a certain T, the qua-
siparticle contribution dominates and even masks the vortex
contribution. As a result these AMR measurements are less
sensitive to the presence of vortices than the Nernst effect or
magnetization measurements, which measure only the signal
arising from vortex motion. On the other hand, as discussed
throughout this paper, they facilitate studies that are not pos-
sible with these other two techniques.

It is interesting to note that the amplitude of the AMR
curves does not follow a monotonic dependence on Pr dop-
ing. As Fig. 7 shows, the amplitude of AMR meas-
ured at a reduced temperature T /Tc0�x� of 1.09 and a field of
14 T reaches a maximum at the same doping x at which the
temperature range �T� of phase fluctuations is maximum
�x=0.46, h=0.12 holes/Cu�. In contrast, the quasiparticle
contribution Mqp increases monotonically with x, with a
faster increase at high Pr concentrations �see the inset to Fig.
7�. Therefore, the nonmonotonic behavior of the amplitude
of AMR arises only from the nonmonotonic behavior of the
flux-flow term �data not shown�. Furthermore, the fact that
the doping dependence of �T� and MFF is the same, i.e.,
nonmonotonic with a maximum at the same x=0.46 doping,
indicates that the contribution of vortices �MFF� to the total
dissipation is enhanced for the hole density for which the
temperature range of phase fluctuations �T� is maximum.

This result further supports the scenario in which the flux-
flow term to dissipation above Tc0 is a result of phase fluc-
tuations.

The increase of the quasiparticle term Mqp with Pr content
�see the inset to Fig. 7� can be explained in the framework of
the near antiferromagnetic Fermi liquid. Specifically, Mqp de-
pends on the antiferromagnetic correlation length as a power
law.47 This correlation length increases with x due to the
decrease of the charge carrier density with increasing Pr con-
tent. The increase becomes stronger as x increases, hence, as
the antiferromagnertic transition is approached.

In summary, in-plane angular magnetoresistivity
AMR measurements in magnetic fields up to 14 T on
Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−� �0�x�0.53� single crystals facilitated
the study of the nature of vortex dissipation and of the varia-
tion of its characteristics with temperature, magnetic field,
and hole density. These data have shown that the vortex mat-
ter is two dimensional 2D, i.e., the resistivity depends only
on the field component perpendicular to the CuO2 planes, in
the mixed state for T�Tc0, but also for T�Tc0 in the
pseudogap region up to a certain temperature Tcr, which de-
pends on the hole density. The fact that the 2D behavior is
not lost at Tc0 suggests not only that the c axis coher-
ence length �c does not diverge at Tc0 but also that it is less
than the interlayer spacing up to higher temperatures. For
T�Tcr, there is a crossover to a three-dimensional �3D� flux
line controlled dissipation. For example, this crossover oc-
curs at Tcr�45 K for the x=0.46 sample �Tc0=38
K, T�=58 K�. An explicit functional dependence of magne-
toresistivity, consistent with the 2D and 3D vortex matter
observed in different temperature regimes, was obtained and
used to study the evolution of both quasiparticle and flux-
flow dissipation with T ,H, and hole density. The ordinary

FIG. 6. �Color online� The plots of the zero-field critical tem-
perature Tc0, the 2D-3D crossover temperature Tcr, and the tempera-
ture T� at which the phase correlations vanish vs hole density h of
Y1−xPrxBa2Cu3O7−�. Inset: plot of the temperature range of phase
fluctuations �T��T�−Tc0. The solid lines are guides to the eye.

FIG. 7. �Color online� The in-plane angular magnetoresistivity
��ab

anis /�ab�0° ����ab���−�ab�0° �	 /�ab�0° � vs angle � between the
magnetic field H and the c axis, measured at 14 T and at the same
reduced temperature T /Tc0�x� for different concentrations x of Pr.
Inset: plot of coefficient Mqp vs doping x determined at 14 T and at
the same reduced temperature T /Tc0�x�. The solid lines are guides
to the eye.
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magnetoresistivity due to quasiparticles decreases fast with
increasing T just below Tc0 as a result of the increase of the
phase space for scattering with increasing T. At T�Tc0, the
quasiparticle ordinary magnetoresistivity follows a depen-
dence which is in agreement with the near antiferromagnetic
Fermi liquid model. The linear in H2 dependence of the qua-
siparticle ordinary magnetoresistivity supports the validity of
the expression chosen for quasiparticle conductivity, while
its saturation at higher T reflects the almost cylindrical ge-
ometry of the Fermi surface. The vortexlike contribution to
dissipation, MFF, displays a maximum in T close to Tc0,
which is a result of the interplay between the diffusion and
inelastic relaxation rates of the order parameter. The linear
dependence of MFF on H at low T reflects its own definition
while the nonmonotonic H dependence at high T is a result
of the interplay between the number of regions able to sup-
port vorticity and the number of vortices generated by the
field. The electronic phase diagram shows how high in tem-
perature, above Tc0, the 2D-3D crossover and the vortexlike
excitations extend for various hole densities. It also shows
that both the temperature range of phase fluctuations �T�

and the contribution MFF of the vortices to the total dissipa-
tion display a maximum at a hole density of
0.12 holes/Cu �x=0.46�. This result shows that the flux-flow
resistivity �MFF� is maximum in the sample with maximum
phase fluctuations ��T��.
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APPENDIX

Since ��y�=1/��y� then

d2�

dy2 =
1

�2� 2

�
�d�

dy
�2

−
d2�

dy2 � . �8�

With ��T ,H ,��=�qp�T ,H ,��+�FF, Eq. �8� gives a negative
convexity only if there is a real solution to the inequality:

d2�FF

dy2 �
2

�
�d�qp

dy
+

d�FF

dy
�2

−
d2�qp

dy2 . �9�

Taking y=H
cos �
, the right hand side of the Ineq. �9� is
always positive because d2�qp /dy2�0 �see Eq. �4�	, hence
d2�FF /dy2�0. Because d2�FF /dy2�H*�T�, the negative cur-
vature of ��y� data observed �see Fig. 2 and Eq. �1�	 in a
certain range of temperatures Tc0�T�T� is consistent with
H*�T��0 �note that H*�Hc2� in this temperature range, i.e.,
the existence of a finite phase correlation length ��. There-
fore, Ineq. �9� determines the temperature range over which
the flux-flow contribution is nonzero. We note that Ineq. �9�
has real and positive solutions as long as ���2� /��H2cos2�
�1/12, which is in the range of validity of Jones-Zener
expansion, ��2�H2cos2���0.
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